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r Hl? rod frolll Which plain ca rh0)11 steel wire is
produced is normally supplied in the original
rolled condition with its scale attached. As a
pre IiIII ii ary to the suect,ssfuI ditto ing of the rod down
to wire, it is essential to remove phi, sea le. The
traditional inethod of renuavaI has been to pic1de the
I•otl ( . I ) I I s by s r i b ills l'.tillLt thetll ill s'lrtt jolts of dilute
acid. In rt,tt lit scars one has st'tn developnu•nts
introduced to achieve mechalriral su•ale removal.
To r('place ;ICilI cleaning as it rueans of ,(.ale reItIo%it
by it nurluanic;Il nlethoti is not ;I new idea, and
although recent de%elolmu'nts have taken place in
this tieki, there is still room for further improvements
especially in the rcntttyit l ot• scale by deformation.
Borne of the I.;Irlicst referen(.cs in the I-.S.1\. to
mechanical desc:llirtt (late hacl, to I593. hilt the
method wits not Ilet'cloped to any extent until the
1914-1915 tv;Ir when wire manufacturers became
very interesicd dne to the shortalre of acid in nuuty
countries anti tfie inl•rcase in production brought
abont by the tv:u•. in Lire period Ilcttveeu the two
world wars. Very little progress was tirade and it was
not until I941 that Anlre Lind working in con.juuc-
tion with Societe 1letallurgi(lne 1)e-(•orc•y ill Pnolce,
introduced the Dc-(;fir(v 11cstem. The introllnetion
was received with consiferal Ile interest because ;again
it was at a tinge tvhcn acid was in short supple and
the industry was in hill production. This initial
development stinrrilated aetitit y in many countries
and further work followed in 4 ernuuly, Italy and
the I'.,.:1. Sil;eo t Ire war c{et elnpnient, hate been made
ii it iuly in the I'.S._1. and (;erns;Inc and now in
Britain using slit Irl:rsting as it means of wire cleaning.
Tire iltterest since the war in this inethod and its
increased use in nnuly countries has, in sunie cases,
been aceelcratcd by the strict imposition of Iaws.
regrtrdiltg iuthlstri;tl etlincut discharges into puhlie
servers and rivers. and the possible economic
ady:r It; ,,2.3. r.
As an ex:arnirle of the rapid gins ti of• the list of
Inet -ha I) icatI descaling. nn' call thole the production
ligurts cited by 1.isenbotlr' ill connection with the
wire indnstrv of We st (,ernsuty. _lpproxiluately
2II,001)-35.ot10 tolls of wire per month are prodreed
using the Inechallical rn thod of tescaling. This is
approximately ill-15°, of the total produced in that
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eount:rv. In the same paper, Eisenhuth has also
listed the difficulties that. firms had with this process.
Poor lubricatirnt and excessive die wear plus nnsatis-
factory surface cluality
this list.
The chentic•aI
scale have been
comprised the hulk of
and mechanical properties of the
the subject of some investigation
and rod producer; have been concerned over
conditions under which the scale is produced.
the
III
practice , ellicient 1enrov a1 of the scale is 11ot always
achieved. This occurs hot 1) in the acid a nd the
mechanical processes.
rerllrire longer times
removal and in the
Scales are encountered tvilich
in the bath for their complete
case of the mechanical met trod,
the amount of residual scale left- on the rod can vary
from coil to coil or even along the length of the same
coil. Evert if' there is no apparent change in the
amount of residual scale, the life of the dies can
1hietirate to marked degree.
With a view to extending the use of mechanical
descaling of wire rod, the existing mechanical methods
of removal and the associated problems were reviewed.
Special attention has been paid to songs of the more
obscure hut, promising teehnicques and the econornics
of the latest det-e opmcnts have been considered in
relation to cnnyentioual cleaning III(] other mechanical
methods of scale removal. The end product, is the
deciding factor for the choice of the most suitable
cleaning method bit it is shown that the mechanical
cleaning can he considerably extended by employing
the latest development..
PART I
11EC'H:1NICAL IZE11OVAL OF (-'ALE
Methods of mechanical descaling
The two maim methods of mechanical descaling
are deforntatiou of the rod by flexing, twisting or
stretching anti 1)y direct treatment of the surface, of
which shot hhasting is the most common. The first
of these two methods does not remove all the scale
and it is necessary to supplement it with sonic further
secondary treatment.
Scale removal by bulk deformation
Primary scale rtnra•al : The conventional ntct-hod of
coarse scale removal is to deform the wire by
bending it over pulleys. The method favoured by
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many manufacturers in Britain is to bend the rod
round to pulleys in planes at right angles to one
another, as in the desealing machines shown in
Figs. I and 3. Eisenhuth' and others ' have studied
the problem of scale removal with various degrees
of cold work and have carried out tensile tests to
determine the optimum condition . The scale on rod
starts to crack with an elongation from 3 to 5% ;
with 8 to 9% the majority has fallen off , but not
until 12% elongation has been reached are the
rods free of scale without brushing . The required
pulley diameter call easily he calculated and Eisen-
huth quotes the formula :
:Max. Elongation °,;, - (x-+ )-(x i ) x 100
x-}- d
where x=diameter of roll
d-wire diameter
This can , of course , be simplified to
RP
r iveMax . elongation % - -- x 100iv
where r,,,=wire radius
Rp=pulleyy radius
Fig. I.
De Gorcy descaling system.
Fig. 2.
Marshall Richards desealing system.
In practice, however, it has not been found
possible to strain the material to the optimum
value of 12% by bending over to pulleys as a 5 8WG
rod would have to pass over pulleys of approxi-
mate 1 ' ] " diameter. This would cause frequent
weld breakages and would damage the structure of
the material, thus affecting the drawability of the
wire. A compromise has been reached whereby the
material is strained to a maximum of 8%.
The above-mentioned system of pulleys becomes
difficult to work with when a heavy gauge rod is
being descalecl and in fact, the use of this system
is limited by the ability of the operator to thread
up the machine. Several desealing manufacturers
have adopted a system of rollers, whereby the rod
is laid in between rolls and the rolls are adjusted
mechanically to obtain the required deformation.
1 various authorse'9 have reported their findings on
this system and a method10 for calculating the opti-
mum deformation is as follows :
dda o
l • 8 R /o
where
^c = 'angle of contact with each roller ex-
pressed in degrees.
d = thickness of wire in nun.
R = radius of curvature in tuna.
the difference between the outer and
inner peripheral lines of the wire ex-
pressed as a percentage of the bending
radius.
The maximum value of p recommended is 45%
but it would be very difficult to calculate this value
under industrial conditions.
A method that has been patented in Germany"
may prove superior to either of the above-mentioned
systems, but it has not, as yet, been widely adopted.
This method consists of bending a wire round a
pulley mounted in a frame, which rotates about the
axis of the wire, as shown in Fig. 3. By this
means, the wire is subjected to bending and torsion,
but by the construction of the apparatus, the wire
is twisted the sine amount in opposite directions
as it enters and leaves the pulley so that the
material is not twisted as it enters the die. This
technique of stressing the material appears promising
from the viewpoint of loosening the scale and
should be given further attention. The bending
stresses should break off scale in crevices and pin
holes and other surface irregularities, because the
majority of the defects which assist in keying the
scale to the parent metal are imparted to the rod
by the roll surface so that they are longitudinal
in direction and will open up in torsion.
A further nmethod12 developed in Germany is to
deform the coils elliptically either in the rod or
wire mill during transport. The coils enter a
tapered, motor-driven channel and as they rotate
and travel along, they are deformed elliptically and
by adjusting the degree of taper of the channel,
the amount of flexing of the coil can be varied
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Fig. 3.
Method of descaling by torsion and bending.
and thus the Medan g stresses in the rod can be
iIwreased to the desired value.
Seronda.ry sraior rentotat : There are many methods,
used lay various nlanufactnrers to remove the scale
dust and adheri•nt layers of scale remaining on the
rift after de-waling witl ► pollee systems . The Line-
(;orev maehim + employs rot a ry llrnshes which also
rotate about the axis of slit wire. It has been
shown bey Sandersiii  a loof )tar. ill ii s that is brush
life of' 30(I ton. of cleaned rod Cana he obtained
but the speed of the root through the desea.ler is
critical and at spreds over _' nn 300 f . p.nt. the brush
tvcar increases rilpidly. The roost suita ble wire for
brushes appears to he hard drawn Swedish steel,
33 -39 SW (;''. A furt1wr critical factor in hrusl ►
design. however, is the clearilucc hetavccIi opposing
hnrslies glut het wvicen each brush aril rod : from
experiments carried f ont in (;erntanv . an interference
of 0h020" hctween roll and brush is rermimuendrd.
There arc i t l.o gains types of brushes such as
motor-drivels 111 , 1 1 ,110", where it number of small
tassels are attached by chain to a lntlley on the
motor shalt allot till, brushing action is assisted by
cttttrifug:tl fir, -e. Another ingenious brushing device's
allows air front a turbine which drives the brushes
to pass out th r ow-d i the bristles and so keep them
free froth seitle, laid to assist in !glowing away the
tine dust on the rod. A practical difliculty with
any brushing system is to brush har d enough to
remove the scale , yet not hard enough to produce
it brushing effect, which woldd affect lubrication
in drawing.
Tunabliug ; u•lieles on their own or with abrasive
material is it 11 old esti ( hlished cleaning method,
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which has been adopted for the descaling of wire.
Limestone, gradate and quartz chippings have been
used in rotating barrels immediately after passing
the rod over scale breaking pulleys. One of the
main drawback, is .hat the rod tends to carry the
ehip1iings to the exit end of the barrel and this
can cause the roll to seize in the outlet guide
causing breakage. 'tr if s eizure does not occur,
clippings frequently' mark the rod which can cause
breakages during drtwing. By the careful use of
correctly designed baffle plates it is possible to
overcome this trouble and in fact this system is
used on the 1far..ha-ll Richards descaling machine
shown ill Fig. :..'.
Marty types of stationary and vibrated boors
are employed in this cleaning stage containing such
materials as steel grit, shot, steel wool, wood wool
and waste. These loxes, however, are very prone
to chanraclling and may Soon become contaminated
with scale and the parts in contact with the rod
worn smooth. A (^erniati machines employs a vertical
container for this e caning which is filled with steel
grit or other sinlilur material and relies on gravity
to keep the particle: ill contact with the rod. The
dust is allowed to fall out of the container through
it grill at the bottom. This method would appear
to he superior to other types of cleaning boxes
iuuf has one advantage in that it can be tilted
into the horizoiititl position and opet ►ed up longitudi-
uitlly for tluradiu„ up. Various electrontilgnetie
devices have also been patented for the removal
of scale, but. of course, this will not attract any
particles of scale which are non-magnetic. Ifowever,
if the non-magnetic oxide is mixed with iron particles
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or other magnetic oxides it may he removed by
attraction. but on the other hand, vibrations of
the wire longitudinally or utaguetostriction effects
will shake scale off the wire whether it is magnetic
or not,
A general description of several of the more
common descaling ntachines1e commercially available
is given in Appendix 1.
Scale removal by shot blasting : Due to the inefficient
operation of the secondary cleaning process, mane
types of wires cannot be drawn froth it descaled rod,
especially those wire which are sold on appearance
since it mechanically descaled wire generally has it
darker colour than chemically cleaned material.
In the U.S.A. and Germany, the technique of
removing scale from rods by shot blasting has been
developed and several installations described by
Sorace17 and Dill" are now is production. The
development of this type of plant has been
reportedv,ts,",2o,21and it appears that in the early
stages cast iron shot was used which shattered in
the wheelabrator plant causing a high shot consump-
tion per hour, Also, Doty22 found that if the scale
or a mixture of shot and scale was used as the
abrasive in the shot blasting unit, sharp notches were
formed and small fragments of scale were embodied
in the surface of the rod. Further developments
in machine design and the use of heat treatment
steel shot together with methods of scale separation
have improved the process considerably.
At the moment, however, it would be difficult
to install this type of plant in existing works a s
it would be impossible to find the necessary floor
space in the average wire mill. Further developments
of this type of shot blasting or air or liquid borne
types may enable costs and space requirements to
be reduced. The surface finish obtained by this
process is superior to that of rod descaled by flexing,
and the Americans claim that it is at least as
good as a pickled surface.
Problems associated with mechanical descaling
A major factor affecting the performance of any
descaling machine is the type and formation of the
scale on the rod. Plus factor is dealt with fully in
Part II of this paper but Fig. 12 illustrates the intrusion
of magnetite towards the parent metal. The hardness
of this constituent is approximately 430-500 D.P.H.
as against 270-351) U.P.H. for wustite. It can well
be imagined that after descaling, a certain percen-
tage of the harder oxide will be in the residual
scale and also keyed into surface defects, and this
could cause excessive die wear and accelerate groov-
ing of the capstan. This factor could explain the
anomaly reported by Eisenhuth' who found that the
greatest (lie wear was not necessarily caused by the
mechanically descaled rods having the largest amounts
of residual scale.
Effect of surface finish of rods : The surface finish
of the rod must play an important role in mechanical
descaling as it will affect the keying of the scale
to the parent metal. Three samples of industrial
rod are shown in Fig. M) after they have been
mechanically descaled in tension and finally catho-
dically descaled. Even at it low magnification of
-6 it is apparent that the rod shown in Fig. 16c
will tend to retain residual scale more easily than
either of the other two samples.
Unfortunately, both the above-mentioned "factors
are generally outside the control of the wire mattu-
facturer and until such time as rod rollers can
consistently produce rod with a smooth surface, lie
can only rely on the development of desealing machines
to cope with these conditions.
Heat treatment scale : It is now common practice
to rise protective atmospheres in annealing furnaces
arid this is being extended to include patenting
furnace,. Generally, heat treatment scale is very
thin and is formed at relatively low temperatures
and this type of scale is known to be very diflioult
to remove by flexing mechanically. Air patented rods
have been mechanically descaled, however. and it
was noticed that the higher the heat treatment
temperature, the easier was the desealing, Very often
rods and wires in patenting furnaces are tied together
aad even those that mire welded are very often riot
suitable for mechanical descaling in line with the heat
treatment furnace because the power required for
mechanical desealing is usually not available oil patent-
iltg. rigs. However, the patented material is frequently
passed over a series of large pulleys on the winding
frame, thus cracking the scale and so assisting the
acid cleaning process. On the other hand, shot blast-
ing cleaning methods appear to be very suitable for
this type of application and in fact a plant is now
operating in the U.S.A.17, 11, 11, 21
Storage of rod : Many workers have reported that
it is advisable to bake the rods or store them in
the wire mill to allow them to dry out and reach
the ambient temperature prior to descaling. This
will also assist in flipping, although Marsden" has
designed an overhead take-off type swift because
of the tendency for laps to stick together. Rods
should not be weathered as was customary in
certain mills when acid cleaning, as it is very
difficult to remove traces of rust in this process.
Time advantages and disadvantages have been fully
reported in the proceedings of it symposium- in
the U.S.A.
Drawing litbrlcatiola : Conventional lubricants appear
to be unsuitable for the drawing of wire from mechani-
cally descaled rod. Hard metal and line base
soaps are slightly better, but means have to be
devised to assist the carriage of soap to the die
if good die life is to be obtained. Serrated or
plain-rollers3 in contact with the wire in the soap
box have been used to try and improve lubrication
by compacting the soap into the wire. Marsden"
has used extremely long first hole soap boxes, with
devices which afford a rotary displacement to the
rod in the soap box and so minimise channelling.
The BISRA nozzle23 has proved to be very effective
on industrial trials drawing mechanically descaled
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rod and with one of these units in the first hole
only, We life oa the whole nr:rchine has been incr ::rwd
by a factor of 6. The nozzle. Fig. 4, is siinple to
operate and full details for c
_
(astrnetion acrid opera-
tion have be .su rep>rtd 'a. The particle size of t I I o
soap also has an important elf.±ct ou lubri c ation-
With a hard soap with lime filler added during manu-
facture'. improvements in lubrication have been noted
when only soap particles of 10,40 me.slt were used.
Whatever type of soap is used in dram ig, care
must be token to ensure that the trantamination of
the soap in the fast box is reduced to a minimum
and it may even prove to be advantageous to change
the soap from time to time . Under industrial condi-
tions, it has been observed that 2.0 to 40 contamina-
tion of the soap in the first box can occur after
drawing only a few tons of rod.
With coil vent ionaI dies, it is recornrnended° that
the first hole drafting should be reduced to a
maximum of approximately 27", although this has
not been found necessary with IHSRA nozzles.
The optimum die angle of 14' suggested by
Eisenhuth for mechanically descaled wire agrees
very well with the optimum die angle suggested
by Wistreielr'' for cleaned and linnecl material.
In general , the other dies should have included
entrance angles of 14° or smaller so that any soap
coating obtained on the first die i s preserved as
much as possible in subsequent passes.
Dt'aw iiri& speeds: Sanderson and \larsden , quoted
above, have used descaling speeds of 2O0-300 I,p.m.,
and in Be (_; ernran works trials reported by
2
Eisenhutlr, the descaling speeds were from I55-
300 Clint, As the descaling machines become more
elhcicnt it is not dillicult to envisage increased
speeds becoming cononon practice. In fact, descalcd
material may even be handled in the same manner
as conventionally cleaned material is today.
Wire properties
Sanderson' and others have reported d ill'erenc.es
in the mechanical properties of mire from rod
cleaned by ntcehanriial desealing and wire from rod
cleaned by acid, The followbig results were obtained
on a 0.30 carbon steel acrd it Al be seen that
after five passes, the differences in U.T.S. between
the two methods of cleaning disappeared.
Pass No. I 2 3 4 5
R of A % ... 351 6) 730 No 55
U.T.S. tons
elea.ned
fsy. m. a e i d
... 48 59 64 70 52
U,T,S. tonqs
ally
q.in. mechanic-
,i 5 64 hS 72 52
The effects on lower carbon steels and mild steels
are less noticeable n.nd generally speaking disappear
after the second or third pass with mild steel.
Higher carbon steels are more complicatrd and
allowances havc to he made in drafting schedules
for the amount of cold murk imparted to the rod
by the clescaling rolls. In the L?.S.A., however, with
the new type of shot blast cleaningrs it bay be
3
I. Pressure nozzle.
2. Tungsten carbide insert.
3. Pressure sealing washer,
4. Tungsten carbide die.
5. Die case.
Fig. 4.
General arrangement of the
BISRA nozzile-die unit.
I
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possible to produce nearly all types of wire and
bar with this plant without materially affecting
their properties. The only foreseeable difficulty
with this process will be the handling of shaped
material but no doubt means will be found to
overcome this difficulty.
Economic considerations
Mechanical descaling is to a certain extent being
forced on to the industry by the tightening of
local authorities' regulations concerning effluent
discharge. In some areas the use of pickling neces-
sitates the provision of expensive plant for neutra-
lisation of waste acid, but even neglecting these
considerations, mechanical descaling may still compare
favourably in cost with pickling.
In general, the running costs of descaling machines
are very low compared with conventional cleaning.
'.1'he power-driven machines have a very low power
consumption when compared with the actual draw-
ing machine, and the extra load on the drawing
machines caused by the 1)e-Gorey or Marshall
Richards type desealers is also low. Sanclerson3
has estimated that the initial outlay in purchasing
and erecting a De-(lorcv type machine can be
recovered after it has produced aproximately 200
tons. In other words, taking a machine output
of 20 toils per week. the above mentioned costs
are recovered in less than three months. Main.
tenance costs may he high compared with the
initial costs of the machine but are very small when
the overall saving in production costs is considered.
For shot-blast cleaning, Dill18 has quoted opera-
ting costs on a plant in the U.S.A. and taking
7 s. Od, as the equivalent price of a $ 1.00 the follow-
ing figures have been obtained. For single strand
cleaning of a ;;° dia. rod at 200 f.p.ni. using a 3-
wheel installation, with shot size 0-007-0-11" dia,,
and an initial shot velocity of 14,000 f.p.m., the
cost per ton at a plant efficiency of 100%,')=3 s. 4 d.
s, d.
Abrasive consumption per blasting hour ... 10 6
Spare parts for rn/c., etc. ... 4 2j
Power .. 4 2j
Running cost per hour ... 1s 11
This compared with the acid cleaning costs of
is. Si- d. per ton made up as follows:
Direct labour per ton ... 2 11
Acid per ton ... 4 6j
Lime per ton ... 0 3
7 Sj
The price of mechanical descaling is thus consider-
ably less for this size of rod. On smaller rods,
however, even if the rod is passed through the
blasting unit twice, thus enabling the speed to be
doubled, the price per ton increases to 4 s. S d. for
a dia . rod at 400 f.p.m. but it is still less than
the cost of pickling. Although no figures are quoted
for cleaning ii 8 11'(1 rod in the paper by Dill)
they can be estimated from the cost of running
the plant per hour. On this basis the cost of
cleaning :i SW(1 rod would be :
400 f.p.ni. (passed through unit
is vice) (u 1001% machine efficiency 14 s, S d. per ton.
600 f.p.nm. (passed tl ► Vough unit 3
times) a 100% machine efficiency 9 s. S d. per ton.
500 f.p.m. (passed through unit 4
times) (q' 100% machine efficiency 7 s.:3 d, per ton.
One of these plants has also been used success-
fully- in conjunction with an 1S-strand patenting
furnace, ill which all the rods pass through one
unit. The cost of cleaning this material has been
quoted at 8 s. 11 d. per ton at speeds in the order
of 30-60 f.p.nn. It is rather unfair to compare
these costs with normal cleaning as, generally speak-
ing, in-line cleaning is more expensive than the
hatch process. Nevertheless, further information is
required on operation costs to obtain a, valid assestnent.
Applications
It is necessary to consider the end use of the
product before deciding on the use of mechanical
descaling because the wire produced from a rod
descaled by deformation is generally darker in colour
than that. fromn pickled rod.
The majority of manufacturers, except those employ-
ing shot blasting, use descaling for common draw-
ing work for such products as black annealed wire.
Where the surface finish is important and the
general appearance of the wire is used for sales
purposes. chemical cleaning is still employed.
Several nail manufacturers are producing nails
satisfactorily from descaled wire with excellent results,
as they claim that the extra, care with lubrication
in drawing helps to lubricate the nail making
machines, but others have encountered severe die
wear on the nail making machines and have had
to revert to acid cleaning.
Several authors have reported that descaled wire
is suitable for galvanising, but many other workers
have found that although the rougher surface of
descaled wire does help in bonding the coat to
the base metal, elongated sti'ings of "drawn in„
scale cause trouble. The zinc will not wet the surface
where these occur so that marks are visible on the
surface of the finished wire, and therefore the mecha-
nical descalintg process, unless it is carried out very
efficiently, is not recommended for galvanised wire.
The wire from a shot-blasted rod should have a
better surface than that from a rod descaled by
deformation, and, as stated above, the Americans claim
that it is at least as good as that from a pickled rod.
PART It
THE STUDY OF SCALE ON W 1111,F, ROD
Griffiths2s,2a investigated some of the conditions
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where h\- ;I Iherent, ;tad non -, tthi-rent scales, \t ere
produced . He showed that the character of the
.vile is deterntiuet hy the gc+olnetrV of specimens,
the (Itritosphere and heatirt_, conditions tinder which,
it i" prndnted ; Ind the eutupitsitictu of the parent
unto!. Hollc v rr. the thickness of the scales studied
were
wire
111th trrc;iter than th^lse nurntally found oil
roll, His work yr a, more applieaLle to the
s tale prohleni ill the heat treataucut of steel castings.
There is .nine t•VitltIlt-e th ; tt the type of rod scale
wltielt nmy I adettuate for one lnt;thucI of do ealiug
naav not nntc,^arii he satisfactory for the tither.
`,ebhil,,-'s Slit 'Sell flint a low coiling teutporature
of the rod this ; t+I intageuus front the viewpoint
of rcdueintt tlio metal lo,es due to staling and the
cleaning time in pickling.
Knapp'=l, fnuittl that rod cooled front LOW1 C at
it cooling rate of 35- ,5 Clininatt + or faster produced
a 'Wale Ihat vIas ca,ilV ltiel:led oil • ; broiwlat the
tuct;il 1() ;s dose to :I iiiitiiinunt ; Ind produced a snaootli
surface on tlu rot.l. A enolirtg rate slower than 31511
minute sharply intrt •< tsetl the rectal loss, incre;tsed the
pickling tittle tat, on four tituee and produced a
pitted surface.
The initial Bout--lu5iolt to Itc tlr;tWn (rout the uvitrk
cit Knapp lilt([ Ntchhills is th;it the most advauta.ge-
uus stade for ltickliii is it thin Otte produced l?v a
fast cooling or it low tuilints teniperatnre . However,
this simple. s pctilit;ltion is inettuiplete . Knapp also
painted alit that ;t rod finished at too lttw it tena-
peratllre alid ttluv lath iti • 11avttlg it thin scale gives at
scale that is tIillicult to remove ill acid.
Although the above evidence suggests that a thin
scale (Ia itlt solute exceptiolts) is favourahle for the
acid profess , 9:i.;cnlautlm, tin the other hand has
1 ►owit th;lt of four rods with different. scales7
the most cttieieut retuo v ; tl of scale t,^v ntechartital
nteauis I1;IS ol;toin(-d vi it11 ; l think continuous Seale.
Although this roil Mitt the lowest ;tniount ; by weight)
of resitfual oxide ;tftcl • de.xtiling, its perfornianee
1S;I5 Itot titt• itu t it the uII;IIIitt ,;; operattion , it s tile
t tie V. eo I. \1 ;I,, the trreate,t.
)pinions exptes,ea.l lit anterica^ indicated that a
rod gulled Iritli it Iii+rh finishing fenipi rature and a
thtt•li sc ; llc is the tt wst appropriate for tut'4haaiical
destalliltt.
in the It orb on t IL(, desca ling of l1;tt-rolletl niaterial
IV fluauc+ cleaning, EV`iiitatid it alt found that the
aIIUtunt oh ,r;do removed was proportional to its
th ielirless.
The 311x- I'larntlc fnstitittr have Also found that
the nlecluuiical l^tuadintr of the scale to hot rolled
sheet decreases it itli unitre used ,rule thickness31
The formation of scale
to order to mole at utore atletltt;tte uuderstauding
of the nttuterous factors cletorntittittg the properties
of the scale oft wire rod, it is appropriate to
rttnsider 1urietly ;otue facts associattell vu ith the oxyda-
tio11 of irttlt.
Nfeil:i'•:'3 Wild that the greneratl strneture of the
iron scale produced at high temperatures was it,
layered one, Shirting at the metal surface and
moving outwards through the scale, the concentra.
tiott of Trod dec^•eased and that of the u'vgett
increased. 7'he. innermost laver consisted of ferrous
oxide. FcO* (wu tite) the second one fcrruso-ferric.
oxide Fe304 (magnetite) turd the thin outerm(ast layer
of ferric oxide Fe11U3 (hematite),
A subsetlueut study of the kinetics of oxitlatittn
showed. however, that the relative proportions of
the three oxides irt it c'ontinnous layer of seale was
deftcudent on the temperature of oxidationa1, Fig. 5.
\Vhen formed under eduililtriutn conditions at
temperatures between 700-900-C the scale was two-
layered, with a large inner layer of FeO rtnllprising
approxirrlately of the scale and A. thin outer
laver of Fe,10,t. Above, 900°C the proportions of the
oxides Fe9O3 and h'e3O, develop rather rapidly
at the expense of the h'eO. When formed luelow
700°C, the We was again two laycrs and the ratio
of Fe,,0, to Fe0 increased, as the temperature
decreased. At 570°C' and below, the only oxide
formed is Fe304.
z
TEMPERATURE C.
Fig. 5.
Boo Sop
Influence of temperature on the Kinetics of
formation of different iron-oxide layers.
After Benarc and Coquelle. N -mole fraction
of FeO, Fe,0a and Fe_O„ respectively.
I IOO
* For practical and historical reasons, it is normally considered
as this is a stoichiometric compound, in fact, however, it is
more closely described as Fei yO where y is the density of
dislocations in the wustite.
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The most recent study of the kinetics of oxida-
tion of pure irons ill all between 700' to 1,2501V
by Paidassi35 sholvs that with isothermal ixidation
conditions and after the unstable initial growth,
the adherent scale is always composed of three
continuous and compact layers of hematite, magnetite
and wustite. The relative thicknesses remain constant
at 1 %, 4% and 95"1 of the total scale thickneti,s. How-
ever, up to 900'C oxidising tern}eraatme, the observarice
of Fe_03 is not reported for times less thtin 15 minutes.
Furthermore, the formation of scale in practice in
a rod mill is appreciably different from the isother•-
mal equilibrium experiments of the laboratory. clone
on chemically clean surfaces.
Ideally, oxidations proceeds according to the la%%
x2=kt where x---ul or thicknc: S of metal consrnuecI
or found ill the scale, t=t-isne of osid;rtiort and k -
rate constant. However, the value of k. varies with
temperature according to the equation k-Ae-QINT
where A, Q are eonstauts R=the gas constant ;
T=absolute temperature ; ebase of natural logs36
Even though moditications to the theory are necessar,v
for the nun-ideal conditions and the allotropic change
that occurs with iron, because of the increaser)
diffusion rates with higher temperatures oxidation
will occur more rapidly. ')'lie proportions of the
various oxides present may change in practice accord-
ing to the temperature of formation, but iii general
the higher the temperature, the thicker the total
scale.
Although the scale on rod is not produced in
equilibrium conditions with a constant temperature
yet on a falling temperature and with various rates
of cooling, it is obvious that one of the important
factors that will determine the relative proportions
of the oxides and hence the type of scale is the
temperature IIist icy of its formation.
The above simple picture of scale structure is
based on the assumption that it is controlled solely
by the diffusion of iron and oxygen ions through
coherent surface lavers. In fact, the occurrence of
pores, cracks and blisters modifies the simple layered
structure and the properties of the scale.
During the oxidation of iron, its original volume
increases by a factor of 1.7h when FeO is the product ;
in the case of Fe3O4 and Fe2O3 the volume will
increase by factors of 2•1 and 2•4 respectively"'.
Because of this marked increase ill volume large
internal stresses occur in the oxide layers. Although
the curved surface of a round rod is geometrically
favourable for allowing the increased volume to
accommodate itself, the internal stresses will still
build up. These are responsible to a marked degree
for tite formation of fissures and cavities in the scale.
113 the case of cooling wire rod, the differential
contraction between the parent metal and the oxides
will also contribute to the rupturing of the oxide
jacket.
The mode of occurcncc of the faults will he modified
by the mecliaraieal properties of the oxides and
their adhesion to the parent nieta136.
If the cracks or cavities are open to the air,
then providing the terperature is high enough and
the rate of cooling slow enough for oxidation to
progress, the higher oxides I^'e304 and Fe23 can
easily be formed in the inner layer of the scale and
close to the parent nre tag,
Properties of scale
From the vie`t point of hardness or abrasiveness.
it is worth noting that FeO is considered the softest
and least detrimental of the oxides, The Fe304 and
Fe.,O.; one much harder and would do the most damage
to the die if carried into it by the rod,
As far as behaviour in ticicl is concerned FeO is
the most soluble. Fe.,O3 Duly slightly Dud h'c301 almost
inscahab1e39' 4°. Although FeO is considered to be
nnstuhle in bulk below 570°C (breaking down to
Fc3 04 and Fe) flue rate at which it decomposes is
dependent, upon the temperature and hence out the
rate of cooling "• 42•43. It is not known whether the
cooling rates of the rod .after the last pass are slow
enough to allow appreciable rlecornposition and there-
fore tiffeet the aalarasive and acid soliclcle properties
of this oxide. A feature of some scales formed at
lsiuzh temperatures is the presence of a precipitate of
Fe.i04 in the outer zone of the FeO later. This
relatively coarse precipitate is probably the product
of the supersaturation of oxygen ]it this outer por-
tion of FeO at the high temperatures and it is of
pre-eutectoid origin. It is not due to the decomposi-
tion of the ferrous oxide below 570°C as originally
believed by Pfeil33.
Weight of scale
It is most probable that the bulk of scale on the
finished rod originates after the rod passes through
the last stand and is coiled. Measurement of the
weight of the scale on samples of rod quenched in
water soon after coiling supports this thesis. Figures
quoted by Stebhins2s showed that for coning tempera-
tares of 7S7° to 953°C, the quantity of scale per
1,000 ft.2 of roll surface varied fron ► 25 to 50 lb.
Rod examined lav Eisetthuth and his co-workers2
had from 14 to 31 lli of scale per 1,000 ft.2 of
surface : the weights of scale on the quenched
samples referred to above worked out to approxi-
mately 7 lb/1,000 ft2. One would also expect with
inefficient cooling that the weight of scale produced
along, the length of the rod will vary : in the hot
coil the outer lavers would tend to cool more
rapidly than the inner ones.
Conclusions from previous work
The follow irnu factors appear to be the most obvious
ones determining the ultimate composition and pro-
perties of the scale on the rod.
(rt1 Firrisharrq temperature and eoolinq rate : The
finishing temperature controls the rate at which
oxidation initially occurs and will influence the path
of the subsequent cooling history. The higher the
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finishing temperature, the thicket- the scale, even if
the cioling val.'s are equal. 'I'll is ocettl's because
the rod will ha exp;>sed for it I'lager time to the
temp.;rattur raOle where oxid;rtiola rates, are Ili -,Ir
In order to uhtairt scales uI equal IIIi 'kiresses
tvith dilft'rrnt liui.shiur te11tlrr'ratures, a l'as;cr cooling
fate is riceessary for the higher temperature than
for the lower one. If the tiuislairrC teurperature is
fixed, them the slotter euoling rate twill produce the
thicker scale.
As the scale thickens, its internal stresses increase.
This prouu,tes the iutroduetioll of cracks and blisters.
1f the ratio of I'e.1U4 to FeO is increased. the ruragni-
tude of the internal stresses would be even greater.
Temperature history and the continuity of the scale
or back of it will determine the constituents found
in the seale.
(b) Jlelef sru fo.ce cwrditiwrs : Conditions at, the
metal-oxide interface are ianpnrtattt ill so fat' as they
determine the ruaifraitride of the adherence between
rod and scale. ']'his in turn determines where the
cleavage is going to occur as the internal lateral
compressive stresses build up in the scale'". 'l'ire
locking characteristics of the metal surfaces are deter-
ntin•d to sore extent by the W'Ollretr'ical features of
the surface inap;u•ted to the rod by the rolls dmri rg
plastic deformation ;111(1 to the unevenness with which
the oxidation has penetrated into the metal, that is,
whether rooting of the oxide lilnl into the metal has
occurred"-6.
(c) Cwnpositioe of the pa rrrrl nretal : Impurities
in the steel eau ;r feet tine oxidation process. It is
known that elements such as copper, silicon, tlu•onliuln,
nickel, mangarresc and cobalt modify the scale forma-
tion of pure irorrr'. In steels ttith high carbon cuuteut,
the possihle evolution Of carbon monoxide would
encourage the formation of cracks arid blisterss7.
However, most steels produced today contain ntinimtuu
avtuunts of tramp elements, and one must, accept
this condition as noramal. As long as they are kept
within the speeitied limits tile effect of minor cleauettts
Ott the scale process should he very secondary.
From the kuowv properties of the oxide, one can
specify in it Lencral wets sonic of the features of a
scale that ttu11ld be amcnab]e to removal by pickling.
There would nit, however, he any penetration of the
innermost layer of the scale by the higher, relatively
insoluble oxides, mart sufficie11t p;tssages would exist
through tine outer avid resistant oxide layer or layer's,
to allow intimr;ttr• cu11tact of the acid with the solatl)le
lacer and the parent foetal. l''au'thervuore, We ver
and Engellar have indicated that the m :rst fayourahle
electroc•hentieal ee11 for rapid Iut'klitag is when ;r laver
of wustite is in contact with the parent anetal and both
are in contact with the acid.
As shown I,y I^isenlultlt^^ the rcluotal Of the hulk
of tine scale by narchanieal tue•.rrts is facilitated by
increasing the amount tit' the pl;tstie deformation during
the bending opt'ration ji.e. by decreasing the size of
the pulleys) anti by having it thick scale. However, as
previously voted, there must be sonic Other factor
or factors involved since it %%as shown that the rod
with the miuintruu wcit lit of residual oxide does not
Itt't'essaril y g ive the ltttlrnntttll die w ea r.
A more detailed knowledge of the scale properties.
ureic structures a,ud the conditions avarler wltirla they
ant' Itrollueee} is essential to an ;ulegnate utrdtrstanl-
ing of tthat eolulrrises it satisfactory stale for each
Irtethotl of desealing.
Experimental work
(It) ltff'ert of forurrcliorr teurperature or the 'trrrelrrrr
of scale : The ideal nu'thod would have beev to study
the furul,ation of scales eviler the actual t'ollivg eourli-
tiens in a rod mill. Hutt-ever, lacking this facility,
an atte11apt lags liven made uu a laboratory basis to
sinful;ate the oxidising history of the rod after it has
passed through the hill so as to roughly establish
tile, relationship Iretwcela scale structure and its
conditions of forvr atiov.
'S;unples of rod were heated ill uitronerr to the
specified te11tperature (e(Itliyalcnt to linishing or eoili11g
temperatures of 750 (', S50 T. t):ilt (: and 1,1)50 C).
When the specinrer reached the temperature of the
furnace. air was it troduced into the furnace tube
and the rod was allowed to oxidise far it short period
tit, t:inlc at the torstant temperature. It ttas then
cooled in air by transferring it to it cold zone of
the tube.
'l'ire samples were cut from a coil tit' pickled luu-
).etu•bon, guild steel rod (5 '\\'(
Liute wits renurye I front the surface by bathing the
rod in it dilute H('I sOlutiotl.
In praetirc when the rod is roiled, it already has
it thin laver of oxide. To make the test co11ditio11y
morn simulative, the specimen rods were given it
preli11tiutO•y short-tine oxidation of One minute at
71.111(' aucl cooled to ream telnper'ature its nitro'"cat.
The thill .kale produced in this ln'elivtitaar'y tt'e;atnleut
was eo11rpoaed nutinly of FcO. 'l'ire roil specivu•us
were theft stored in a dessiertor until used in the
experilueuts.
'l'ire mor11a 1 method Of ntoemting and polishing,
speehilens fur luelallograplaie cxaill imttion proved
uttsatisfactury. 'I'hr scales were either broken away
fro 11a the. parent vaet;al during n1rn11rtih g or were
dragged Out at the grinding_ or polishing stages. :After
an appreeiable ellort it satisfar.tory method was
developed. 'I'll e detIiIs ;ire given in Appendix I I.
'I'he IIIieroser -rpic e x;tnrimatioal of the sealer shouted
that. the Fe3O, and he2O,r increased with the tem-
pcrature. Tit(' number of lisstu'es. blisters it [III
cracks also inert;(<cd. 'fire major difference, in
struetttt't' oecured when the teutpet•atm'c wits raised
front S;-U° to 9501 1. The photo- urir•.rograplta illus-
trate sonic of these pertinent fcattures.
Firs lie shows I he type of structure obtained
at S51 C. It (unsi;;ts of' an iluler thick Iit yer of
het) and an ratter one of h'e3Oa. The stale is
is prerlomiualit] y co11tinuous two-layer structure.
even though it is thicker it till mote porous thtot
the 750'(-.' ' scale.
Fig. fib illustrates the type of structure obtained
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Fig. 6a.
Scale formed at 850 'C '500
Fig. 6b.
Scale formed at 950°C ;; 500,
when cooling from a teniperature of 950'C. The
scale is very porous ; the proportion of FeO has
decreased ; the Fe_O3 phase is present. In the
particular field photographed, the I+'e30a has pene-
trated close towards the parent metal.
The 105O°C scale showed a greater discontinuity
I hall the 95(1°C one, with increased numbers of
large blisters.
The scales formed at 9501 and over
definitely identifiable hematite and also a
proportion of magnetite and pores than
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co ntain
higher
in the
scale structures produced at S5O and 750 C. Having
estab]ished that for short time uxidatron cycles in
the laboratory, tile cornlrositiorr of the scales pro-
d treed appear to roughly follow the curves in Fig.
5., the investigation was extended to a study of
scales on commercial wire rod.
(b) Investigation of scales on commercial wire rod
Samples of wire rod were collected from various
wire and rod mills. 't'heir oxide scales were metal-
lographically examined. Where a sufficient length
of sample was available, the seale was evaluated
front the viewpoint of adherence in it mechanical
descaliug operation.
Twenty-six samples of the 5-gauge rod were
received. All were unetallographically examined ; the
scales on only twenty o of these wire evaluated for
adhesion. Eighty specimens altogether were given a
primary auecltanieal desealing treatment and then
measured for residual oxide. The number of speci-
mens from each sample varied from one to seven.
.Nine of the twenty samples were low carbon steel
ten were high carbon .and the other one was a
mediurrr carbon steel. The six samples that were
not evaluated for scale adhesion were from two
coils of mild steel rod and the samples were ob-
tained from the middle and both ends of each coil.
They were examined metallographically and coarse
mesiu'einents of the scale weights were also obtained,
_llelrrllographic o tuily of the scales : 'l'ire sealed
specimens were monuted and polished by the method
descrihed in detail in Appendix 11, There was a
]narked Variation in the types of scales observed.
Oil the basis of the preliminary laboratory work
and the work of Bernard and Cocluelle, Fig. 5, some
indication of the finishing temperature of the rod
could be deduced from the observations on the
scale and it was possible to grade the scales into
two general types according to their probable tiler.
mill history.
A "low" temperature scale was one that had
probably formed at below 900 -C. It consisted of
two phases in lavers-wustite towards the parent
natal and magnetite on the outside. Fig. 7a illustrates
this type of settle.
Scales that contained it third phase, hematite
and those that were apparently two-phased but
contained a high proportion of magnetite precipi-
tate in the wcrstite layer, were eonsidered as
z-higir" temperature scales. It is possible that this
latter structure was due to a combination of all
"intermediate" finishing temperature and a slow
cooling rate. However, it inure exact classification
of the scales according to the thermal conditions
origin was not possible.
Fig. 8a illustrates a high temperature scale. In
the upper right hand part of the scale, where a
blister was broken off, there is some hematite
Fe.,O3. Further signs of this ferric oxide were
visible around the small cavities that had formed
in the outer layer of magnetite. There was an
appr'ec'iable amount of precipitate Fe30,j in the
wustite FeO which in this particular field was
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was thicker and the concentration of the precipitate
in the «vustite (F(0) was heavier. There. appeared
to be traces of ltenotIte (Fe.,O3) around the pores in
this outer magnet ite layer.
In Fig, 10a the scale had originally bccontc detached
from the parent metal at a ]sigh temperature and
oil the outer side of the blister it had been completely
converted to the higher oxides -nmagnetite (Fe;1O4) and
hematite (Fe,)3.) The lighter-coloitred phase aas the
hematite. Retails of the thin scale laver attached
to the parent metal could riot be observed Imt it
was reasonable to assume that there could be an
extrealoh thin layer of he,O3 on the outside of the
thin adherent seal,.
Fig 7a.
',Low" temperature scale 500.
Fig. 8a.
"High" temperature scale 500.
Fig. 7b.
"Low" temperature residual scale 500,
apparently sandy iched between two layers of mag-
netite Fe3O41.
Figs. 9b, liro and lob also illustrate the tvjws of
high temperature scale that were observed. In this
partienlar' case they aaerc All fonnd on the sauce
specimen along ar ith the scale in Fib;. Slit which was
more like 't 1o(1 temperature scale, slowly cooled.
This latter scale load ^t thick laver of avustite (FeO)
containing sotue precipitate of ma>netite (Fe,;0i) and
a thin lover of this latter oxide.
Fig_ 91) illitstrates a porous high temperature section
of the ,scale. The outer laver of ntagrtetite (F(,30i)
412
Fig. 8b.
"High" temperature residual scale .;500
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A high concentration of the magnetite precipitate
in the wustite layer, the intermediate magnetite
layer and the outer layer of hematite were features
of the scale shown in Fig. lOb. At the top right
hand corner a blister and a large patch of the light
coloured hematite were observed.
It was very difficult to determine the presence
of a thin external layer of the hematite at the surface
of some of the high temperature scales, even though
needles and patches of this oxide were visible else-
where within the scale. Once the temperature of forma-
tion was sufficiently high for this ferric oxide to form
within, it was to be expected that a surface layer
Fig. 10a.
'High" temperature scale X503.
Fig. 9a.
"Low" temperature scale x500.
Fig. 105.
" High" temperature scale '<500.
Fig. 9b.
" High" temperature scale X300.
of hematite should also be present. It must be
assumed tlmt the metallographic technique was not
alwaP, ,n^^a,^rfiil in detecting it.
Mechanical descaling and residual
scale weights
Specimens vv,ere coarsely descaled by pulling them
5",o iii tension, and the adherence of the scale was
gauged by the amount of residual oxide, which was
measured by a further cathodic descaling of the
rods. This procedure was as follows : The coarsely
descaled specimen was cathodic in a dilute solution
of IC] and a graphite rod was used as the anode.
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The suluti„n ^1 ,4 21, , I by vulIi ute, asater to coil-
c entraded arid : ;t current density of 150-200 amps/ft2,
a voltarr,e of ti volts and all anode of graphite
were used : the time of descalinu was 15 minutes.
The results of the tatenty' samples are at inniarlsed
in Table, 1. In greneral the figures for the total
scale are oil the low side heeause the samples ill
])lust cases prohahly originated from the ends of the
coils and usually the scale was not intact after
transit.
1'alues o1' the. total sea le on individual specimens
varied fl-o11, 4.9 Ibj 1,001) ft.2 to 49.3 10/ I,0(IO ft2. The
thicknesses of these scales observed o0 the microscope
ranged from If4 to 3 thousandths of an inch.
'f'able I[ shows the vide variation in the weights
and tltick])esscs of the scale that existed along the
lengths of I uo coils of Mild steel rod. Due to the
Thickness of scale
inch
TA BLE I
No.
Sample of Type of scale
specimens
('-1 :1 Lou temp.
('-2 4 I a temp.
l'-3 4 Loar temp.
('-4 4 I l iggh vein p.
'-5 high temp.
('-6 :3 Loa temp.
('-7 -1 Med. high telllp.
4 Mod. high temp.
('-9 (i high. (-nip.
('•l0 11ed, high temp.
('-17 7 Low I coil 1).
f'-15 Lots temp.
('-19 Ili,rh temp-
('- 2O :i L'r11 telllp.
('-21 4 Lou telllp,
('-22 1 L'.,ts temp.
('-23 1 Loly temp.
C-26 1 Lot (cetp.
('-'28 -4 Lou' tenth.
('-29 4 Low teiup.
Sample Number of
specimens
('-11 2
I'-l2 2
('-13 2
l'-14 2
('-15 °-
('.10 2
414
0•(((9(25 0.0005
(1001)5 -0•(101
()•00()25--O•001
((•0005 -0.001
(1.001 00015
000025 0-00075
Will 1025 000075
110002,5-0-0005
(11015 -0.1103
111)01(1 0•001
111(103 111011075
11'1)11(175 0'(11)1
u 000-15-0-0015
I) ((0075-0.0015
011(105 (3niform)
(I ' 00075-0-001
0 00025-0-0005
O (1005 0.00075
01)O15 Uniform)
0 ((0025 0-0007 5
widely different rates of cooling in the coil, t\\,) to
three times as much scale was formed in the middle
as compared to the ends, but the nletallographic
examination showed very little difference in the scale
strneture. The ratio of thicknesses of the tvustite
laver to the magi etite laser was increased and a
higher proportion of magnetite precipitate was found
ins the wl nstite at the centre of the coil.
Structure of residual scale
As indicated be the results in Table 1, an
appreciable portion of the scale remained on the
rod specimens after the tensile descaling. It ranged
from 1.1.7 to 5.6 lb/1,000 ft.' on the individual
speeiineils. To examine the structure of this adher-
ent portion of the scale, rod specimens front both
Total scale weight Residual scale weight
Range Average Range Average
I lb 1000 sq. ft. I lb 1,000 sq. ft.
Type of steel
11.5-'27.1 19.2 1•S-2.9 2.4 High Carbon
14.4-30 5 2(1 2 1.4-2.9 2.1
15.7-25-(1 11)-1) 1.0-1.2 1.1
10-9-268 17.4 ((-7-2,0 1-4
18-7-49-3 29.6 1.0-1.2 1.1
17'6-18-(1 IS•0 1.6-2.6 1.9
19-4-21-2 20.4 3.6-5.6 4-4
10.7-13.2 11.7 2.5--2.9 2.7 1'lediuin Carbon
27'5-44.8 353 1.7-4-(1 3.1 Low Carbon
1S- 7-38.5 29 - 5 1.3-4.7 3.2
13.2-20.6 17.5 0-5-3.8 2-2
163-31'6 24-6 1.7-4.2 2-8
19.9-31 8 26.2 1.4-2.9 2-1
4.9-14.5 9(I 1.1-1.2 1.2 High Garb,,n
70 17 3 11.0 1.2-1.7 1.4
18.8 3-4 L,,a
9.1 4-0
140) 19-7 167 1.1-1.7 1-4 High (%il
10 6-20.6 14.6 1.2-3.6 2-5 Low Carhop
13.7-22.3 17.5 0•8-1.6 1-3 ..
TABLE 11
Position in coil Type of scale
Rack end Loss temp.
Middle
Front end
I3ar•k cud
Middle
Front vild
Thickness of
scale inch
0.0005 0.00075
01,03
0.0007:5 - ((-(11)1
0.001 0.00125
00015 - 01'03
0.00075 - 0.001
Approx. scale
weight Type of steel
lb,'1,000 ft."
14 Mild steel
51 -Mild steel
27 Mild steel
22 Mild steel
41 Mild steel
19 Mild steel
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high and low temperature samples were nieclian-
ically descaled, and then mounted and polished for
microscopic examination.
Fig. 7b shows a particle of low temperature scale
that had remained on the rod.
Fig. 8b shows a particle of high temperature scale
that had not been removed during the descaling.
This was obviously a thin layer of scale that had
originally been located underneath a blister. It
was predominantly magnetite (Fes04) and wustite
(FeO).
Figs. lla, 1 Lb and are also pictures of pieces of
Fig. I I a.
"Low" temperature residual scale 500:
Fig. I lb.
"High" temperature residual scale {500.
Fig. I2a.
Intrusion of magnetite towards parent metal ,; 500.
Fig. 12b.
Intrusion of magnetite towards parent metal 500.
residual scale from low and high temperature scales
respectively . These illustrate the important differences
in the properties that can exist between the two
residual scales . In Fig. 1la, the residual was two-
phased, magnetite and wustite ; the high tempera-
ture residual in Fig. 11 b was three
-
phased and con-
tained some hematite.
Normally, the penetration of a higher oxide to.
wards the parent metal is associated with porosity
or blisters in the scale ; that is, with a high tem-
perature origin. A structure with a peculiar intrusion
of the higher oxide magnetite towards the parent
metal was observed in one sample . It is illustrated
in Figs. 12a and 12b. In this particular case the
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indicate the relative hardnesses of the various oxides.
The hematite ( F(,2O3 ) was the hardest ; the magnetite
(Fe3O3) had an intermediate value , and wustite
(FeO) was the softest. Measurements of the diagonals
of the impressions and the calculations showed that
the hardnesses were of the followin!r order :
Hematite , Fe203 ... 1,030 D.Y.H.
Magnetite , h'e304 . .. 42 1-5011 1).I'.11.
\Vustite , F'e0 ... 2 70 -3511 1). P.11.
In Fig . 13b, which was a low temperature scale
probably slowly cooled , the micro - hardness impressions
show the relative hardness of the parent metal, the
wustite and the magnetite . The D.Y.H. of the
metal was 76.
A thin two-phase low temperature scale was
checked for micro - hardness ( Fig. 14a ). The hardnesses
Fig. 13a.
Micro hardness tests on "high" temperature scale n. 1000.
Fig. 14a,
Micro-hardness test on -low " temperature scale 500.
Fig. 13b.
Micro-hardness tests on "low" temperature scale 500.
scale appeared solid and was in intimate contact
with the metal. After a mechanical desealing opera-
tion, the residual part of this type of scale she ula
consist almost wholly of ningiietite,
Hardness of the oxide phases
In order to confirm the liypothesis that the
residual c-dcs containing a greater proportion of
the higher oxides weld h(- inure detrimental to
die wear thou the lo«, temperature, two-phase
residual scale, iniuxo-hardnesses of the oxide consti-
tuents were al twined. A \ iehers l'licro-hardness
't'ester, with a 5-cram load was ued.
In Fier. Iaa the 'liaroond pp,ainid impressions
416
Fig. 14b.
Micro-h4rdness test on "high" temperature scale 599,
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obtained were 140 D.P.H. for the metal. 270
D.P.H. for the mistite tit([ 460 D.11.1-1. for the
magnetite. In the thicker high temperature seals
(Fig. 14b), the harditesses were for the parent
metal 152 D.P.N. ; for the ,t urtite with it. high
concentration of' magnetite precipitate, 35U D.P.H.,
and for the magnetite layer, 4611 I).P. H.
The We dilfereuees in the hardnesses of the three
oxide phases should explain the anomaly reported
by Eiseuhuth5, who found that the greatest amount
of die wear was not necessarily caused by the
mechanically clescaled rods carrying the largest
amounts of residual scale. :apparently the specific
abrasive character of the residual scale must be
taken into account besides its quantity. With
hardnesses of approximately 1,000 D.P.H. and 50t)
D.P.H., hematite (Vezd3) and magnetite (l^ e30,r) are
bound to be more abrasive than the wustite, hard.
ness 30(1 I).P.H. Therefore. the residual scale pictured
in Fig. llb was bound to be more detrimental
than the one in Fig. Ila.
Considering resealed rods with equal aniouuts of
residual scale, rods that had the high temperaturc
sales can he expected to give a poorer performance
in the drawing operation than those that originally
had low temperature scale. Not only should die
wear be increased by the high temperature rods but
more beat than usual will he generated at the die.
The sub-surface defects would also contribute to
this phenomenon, hesides acting as stress raisers and
reducing the ductility.
Effect of surface finish
During the microscopic examination of the rods.
it became apparent that besides the radical di(hercnces
in their scale structures, the quality of the rod mu-fates
varied widely. ub-surface defects were also ru>ted
in sonic spec-intens. Figs, l 5a and I.ifh illustrate
Fig. 15a.
Sub-surface defect 250.
Fig. I Sb.
Sub-surface defect > 500.
these defects which were prohahly due to poor rolling
teclutiques.
The cathodiealll' desealed surfaces «ere examined
and the specimens were graded according to their
surface quality into five different categories-
Excellent, (And, Fair, Poor and Bacl. Figs. 16a, 161)
and 16c are examples of the h xcellettt, hair and lead
specinteus.
A statistical analysis of- the residual scale results
and the gradings of the surface roughness of the
specinu'i s showed a good correlation . The results
were therr separated according to whether the rods
Fig, 16o.
Excellent surface ;{ 6.
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employing bending that are now available could be
applied to it greater range of products than at present
faith it resultant saving in cost. Care is needed in
their use and for some high quality mire they may
not be suitable until better methods of secondary
Scale removal are developed.
2. Skint blasting is a promising method which,
although more expensive than the deformation methods,
gives a reliable result, and may possibly ,till eumpete
Fig. 16b.
Fair surface 6.
\aari ^u, sources
sh(laat(1 that there i5 a wide variation ill the quality
of surfitee5 produced oIl We rod, In order to extend
the use of mechanical descaling, rolling practices
ill cost 1%itlt pickling.
3. ExanIinalti.uli of samples from
6•o
5.0
•
to
•
•
40
•• •
Fig. 16c.
Bad surface 6,
originally ha(l high or low tenlperiaturc seales. Tae
anaMvvas reheated and it was found that for the
high terupera ( turc nX, there vvaas ;an ( • scellent c()-
rela-tion between the surface rote luaess and residual scale.
These result, are Blotted in Fig - Ii. HovVevcr, there
was no silnilic a nt turreiation fuuu11 with the low
temperature results, which are plotted in Fig. I.
General conclusions
1. It is hr -0iiI Ie that the uleehaarlicaI ([('scalers
2.0
1.0
•
• •
•
_ I 1 I I
2 EXCELLENTZOOD FAIR POOR BA5 D
SURFACE FINISH
Fig. 17.
Rods with "high" finishing temperature scales,
6
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times the amount of scale in the middle of the coil
AS compared to the ends. The fact indicates the
need to obt;tia a more uniform cooling of the
coiled rod,
6 . Taking everything into consideration, it is
difficult to see whys mechanical deacalntg has not had
a greater application than has so far been achieved.
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Fig. 18.
Rods with ,low" finishing temperature scales.
and rolling mill eiluil,n ►ent. must be improved to
consistently produce rod with both a smooth surface
and an abl once of subsurface defects.
4. There are iuiporta.nt differences in the structures
and hence tine properties of the various scales on wire
rod. Scales of rods that were, finished in the mill at a
high temperature contain the extremely hard oxide
hematite (F1e203) and higher proportions of magnetite
(Jl'(130a) than scales produced with a low finishing
telnpei'ature.
5. The indications are that the differences in talc
scale structure between rods finished at high and
low temperatures are greater than the differences
between the structures found at the ends and centre
of the same coil. However, there is from two to three
2v
2a
_0
al
1, s
yi
'a
'U
10
44
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A brief descriptiomt of the mode of operation of
various eoaunaereially available descaling machines
is given below. Onfortunatelv', no data are avail-
able to compare their relative el'ficieucies as regards
percentage of scale rentove(t wit Ii various types or
sizes of rods.
Argentina descaling machine ( Germany)
The rnarltine described in I)ralit1 is designed to
cope with roll, tip to jil," diauaetev, lnit further machines
are being developed to cope with larger rod,. The
ntaehimie is made ill too units. The coarse descalin-1
unit eousists 11 (i side breaking roll, ill each half
of a hinged firma so imriiiged that closingg the drool
to v anions degree hill adjust the degree of hendiog
of the raid. Two pairs of guide rolls at right angles
are placed at each ('It(] of the dront to guide the
wire and also to assist in scale removaal. The hue
descaling unit consists of it vcrtieM cvlinde r full of
steel grit, the wire passing up the centre natd through
a type of rtrltlrer pulley to prevent carry over of
scale. etc. and so ()u to the die box. The size of
grit depends (,11 the material heiltg clcurted and
varies between a and h) nun. The scale dust and
sworn grit tine allowed to fall out at the bottom
of the tube and are collected in it pall. This, unit
can lie tilted into the horizontal position acid ()pealed
to facilitate I ireatUng. 'Cue fill 0' space remtuired is
approximatcrly Ifi ft. 3 Ii
The Budenheim descaling machine ( Germany)
[)esigueil fur descaling mold steel naitterial up to
10 tote. (O-a!l f") 1111(1 carbon steel up to 5 11111).
(0-:315") diameter. The machine is totally enclosed
and it win(lon is tithed in the cover so that all
the. w'orkiti r parts Ciro 1W observed whilst tit(' machine
is rauui ic, l'u-re ire > scale Ili eaking rolls in one
plane which are adjustable and so it rraugci ► that
they impact it small degree of twist to the rod as
it passe, tiu'ouuli. The secoiidarv stage eousists of
two adjnstahle. IiAcp ndeutly driven brushes of
unique design. Se v-eral stnidl tassels are a:ttaehed
to it pulley wheel on the motor shaft liv ehain to
torte a compete brush. Rv this method, the mire
receives n beatiu action as yell as brushing.
De Gorcy Descaling machine ( France)
'Cltis iiiacltine is iiulely- used in this country a11d
therefore Duly ^t bt'ief clecriptioii is ileeessarv. The
coarse descidiu^, is rtcvomplislied by two pulleys in
planes at right an<<les tit lime another. Rotating
wire brushes vvliich also revolve shunt the rod axis
and are driven bv- the cleseali11e pullets are used
ill the sec^^ndarv de,sciding operation prior to the
420
)( Oil1 r1' into tin first so% n box ( i ll the drawintrPu r descaling machine ( I^ermany
Two phi's of roller, at 1)11 tool one another mid
the wire into file muaehiue ,Intl one of the horizontal
rolls i, hinged to facilitate threading up. 'T'hese
are followed by two pairs of triple rollers at right
angles to one another amid the centre roll, i11r
adjustahle ,o that various size, of roll and vrire can
be aeconnnodated. Small adjustnaents can he made
on the other rollers to facilitate smooth running.
The rod then pusses through '? boxes of steel wool,
mounted on a se-stenl of levers so ,lint pressure
is applied to the wool to prevent chi11mtellililt .
Before passing into the soap box t lie roll is
(riven a final (1eau in it box of cotton waste which
is also de.,^i„ ned to prevent channelling.
Hanche descaling machine (Germany)
Three rollers form the wire inlet and are followed
by mix scale breaking rolls. two of vrltich are
adjustahle. '['lie rod is them passed through it box of
granulated ,feel or steel wool which is vibrated
to eliminate chill welling and scale ,lust. The
drive for this box is provided by the last scale
breaking roller. Adjustable plastic wiping pads are
fitted inunodi:ttelw ill front of the scrap hox which
lms it special lubrication.
Krollman descaling machine (Germany)
A !?hide nozzle and roller steer the wire over two
adjustaldc scale breaking pulleys in tnvo planes.
The vv-ire in then passed thr11ngh motor-drivcrn brushes
with the axes pau'allel to the rod. The brushes
rotate at 2.0110 r.p.m. 1111(1 revolve around the rod
Polisllin(s brushes can be fitted as an
extra to time brash spindles, and steel Wool or rag
is placed in the wiping box prior to soup box.
Marshall Richards descaling machine ( England)
The scale is l iroken by _I pulleys in i a nes at
right angles ter orate another. The first pulley drives
a rotating drum which is either filled Iitll granite
or tlnartz chippings. A foam rubber pad or com-
pressed air jet can he fitted to ensure till, removal
of tine scale amid any dust from, the ehippin;s.
Mill descaling machine (Italy)
The scale is broken by two sets of tlm•ee rollers
at right angles to one aauither and tile centre roll
its each oats( in a'!jnsable. The final stage consists
of it steel wool typing station.
Ratz descaling machine ( Germany)
The scale is broken by conceptional pulleys but
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the use of brushes and grit, etc., is avoided as
the makers claim that these components tend to
smooth the surface of the rod and Bence adversely
affect soap pick up. In this machine, the secondarc-
descaling is achieved by vibrating the wire and
passing it through a strong magnetic field.
Salvi descaling machine ( Italy)
Tile, scale is broken by five rollers mounted oil a
plate in one plane, the centre one being adjust-
able so that the decree of bending can be adjusted
to suit various types of scale and sizes of rod.
The final descaling is accomplished by two adjustable
cylindrical brushes rotating ill opposition to one
another. They are applied to the wire alternately
by means of a special planetary gear and rotate
at high speed. A special soap box is used in
conjunction with this machine and employs several
small rollers to press the lurbricant on to the wire
as it runs through the box into the die.
Wheelabrator mechanical cleaning
process (U.S.A.)
A conventional staightening machine can be used
to crack the scale in front of the shot blasting unit.
Several high speed centrifugal blasting wheels are
arranged in a cabinet in such a manner as to
provide as wide a coverage of shot as possible. A
typical single strand machine would employ three
such wheels, These units can also be used on
multi-strand work such as cleaning wire or rod from
a multi-strand patenting furnace.
APPENI)TX Il
Because of the friable nature of the thin scales
found on wire rod, a careful technique of mounting
and polishing must be utilised in order to retain
the scale.
Mounting the specimens under the normal ther ►nal-
pressure method tends to dislodge the oxides. There-
fore, a liquid polyester resin is used as a mounting
medium (Bakelite Polyester Resin S. R. 17497).
The specimen is dipped into a "hard" mixture of
the resin. Due to its low surface tension, the plastic
penetrates into all the cracks and cavities of the
scale that are open to the atmosphere. After this
initial coating has polymerised, the specimen is then
embedded in another mixture of the same liquid
resin, containing smaller proportions of catalyst and
accelerator. This second bulk-coating of resin is made
`softer", otherwise the volume change on polymerisa-
tionwould initiate cracks throughout the hardened
resin.
The mounted specimen is then left for 5 or 6 days
to allow the plastic. to harden fully. This time can
be decreased by using slightly elevated temperatures.
A fine saw (No. 45 Eclipse) is used to cut the
encased specimen. With care, very littlo disturbance
of the scale occurs, thus necessitating
_ a minimum
of grinding.
If the examination of more than one cross-section
is desired, the required pieces are mounted together in
a cold-setting resin to give an overall shape satisfactory
for handling and polishing.
The wet grinding treatment on an automatic polishing
wheel, using SiC wet papers is as follows
(a) 15 min. on a 240 grit paper,
(b) 15 mrin. on a 400 grit paper,
(c) 1:r niin. on a 500 grit paper,
The time at stage "a" might have to be increased
if the depth of the disturbed scale due to the sectioning
is excessive.
Hand polishing is used on wheels running at
moderate speeds (500-600 ftfmin. linear speed). The
stages are
(d) 2-10 min. with h micron tiianrnond paste on
(e)
cotton poplin.
2-10 min. with I micron diamond paste on
metcloth
Y)
.
2--10 min. with U4 micron diamond paste on
metcloth.
The specimen should be thoroughly washed between
each grinding and polishing stage.
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